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Welcome to Wondr. 

Our brand’s identity is a reflection of how we 
speak, look, and interact through experience, 
character and tone. 

These guidelines define the way our brand 
behaves and how our partners and users 
experience Wondr. 



won·dr
/'wəndr/
Verb

1. to wondr 
“Have you ever wondred if you can achieve your ‘why’?”

2. the action of bringing your wondr to life 
Reach your 'why' with Wondr's skills-based digital weight loss program.

3. the feeling of wondr 
“Live your ‘why’ in wondrment and awe.”

The juxtaposition of Wondr:
Wondr is ethereal and action. Science and heart.  
Weight loss and preventive. Dreams and reality. Skills and sustainability. 
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The definition  
of Wondr



WHO WE ARE

TAGLINE

Overview

41.0 Overview



Who We Are

51.1 Overview
 Who We Are



61.1 Overview
 Who We Are
 

Who We Are
B2B2C

Welcome to Wondr Health. 
 
A world where perspectives are flipped,  
possibilities are infinite and good habits last.
A world where weight loss is a science.  
And small steps lead to big changes. 

We’re a digital behavioral change program that teaches clinically-proven weight 
management skills. We flip “diet culture” on its head by teaching employees 
the science behind eating the foods they love so they can lose weight for good, 
prevent chronic disease and improve their overall physical and mental wellbeing.

A master class of sorts, our renowned doctors and scientists teach  
practical, science-based skills. Our app, online community, certified  
coaches and series of weekly videos offer a fresh and fun perspective  
on better health. Like the science of eating a juicy burger. The science  
of how to catch the best zzz’s. Or the science of preventive care.

Because every program is highly-personalized, it’s built specifically to reverse 
and prevent chronic diseases like diabetes and hypertension, enhance 
productivity, increase engagement, and significantly decrease claims costs. 

Wondr Health is easy to use, easy to implement and is the leading, most cost-
effective health benefit because it actually works. Which means costs down, 
productivity up and happier, healthier people that feel connected to one another, 
and their company.

To date, we’ve helped hundreds of thousands of people through organizations 
nationwide.  So you can expect happier, healthier, more resilient and connected 
employees—which is something everyone can benefit from.

Wondr Health. Expect it. 



Tagline

71.2 Overview
 Tagline 
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Expect it.

1.2 Overview
 Tagline 



EXPECT IT

Have you ever wondered if you could  
eat the foods you love while losing weight?
Have you ever wondered if you could  
catch some better zzz’s at night? 
Have you ever wondered if you could  
join your neighborhood walking buddies?
 
Expect all these things and more with Wondr.
Because Wondr teaches practical,  
scientifically-proven skills that work. 
 
So you can finally expect to  
keep the weight off for good. 
Expect to stress less. 
Expect to sleep better. 
Expect to feel better. 

Wondr. Expect It. 

Tagline
B2C

91.2 Overview
 Tagline B2C



EXPECT IT

Have you ever wondered if there was a  
benefit that actually benefits your company? 
Have you ever wondered if you could help improve the 
overall health of your employees and organization? 

Expect all these things and more with Wondr.
Because Wondr teaches practical,  
scientifically-proven skills that work.

So you can finally expect a health  
benefit that isn’t BS.
Expect chronic disease reversal and prevention.
Expect easy implementation.
Expect financial, clinical and cultural ROI. 
Expect happier, healthier, more resilient and 
connected employees.

Wondr Health. Expect It.

Tagline
B2B

101.2 Overview
 Tagline B2B



OUR PLATFORM 

OUR BELIEF

OUR MISSION 

OUR POSITIONING 

OUR ROLE

REASONS TO BELIEVE 

Our Brand 
Strategy

112.0 Our Brand Strategy

*FULL BRAND STRATEGY IN LONG VERSION OF THESE BRAND GUIDELINES



Our Brand  
Positioning

122.4 Our Brand Strategy
 Our Brand Positioning



2.3 Brand Strategy 
 B2C Positioning
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“Who we are” 

“What we do”

“How we do it” 

Wondr is a skills-based digital 
weight loss program that helps 
our participants feel their 
best mentally and physically 
through simple, clinically-proven 
techniques and tools.

Our Brand 
Positioning
B2C

2.4 Our Brand Strategy
 Our Brand Positioning
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Our Brand 
Positioning
B2B

“Who we are” 

"Why we are different"

“What we do”

“How we do it” 

Wondr Health is a digital behavioral 
change program, focused on weight 
management, that helps employees 
improve their physical and mental 
wellbeing through simple, interactive 
and clinically-proven skills and 
practical tools. 

2.4 Our Brand Strategy
 Our Brand Positioning



OUR PERSONALITY

MESSAGING PILLARS 

TONE OF VOICE RULES 

B2C

B2B

Our Verbal 
Identity

153.0 Our Verbal Identity

*FULL BRAND STRATEGY IN LONG VERSION OF THESE BRAND GUIDELINES



Our 
Personality

163.1 Our Verbal Identity
 Our Personality



Savvy 

Supportive  

Straightforward

Spirited

We’re not jokesters, or ‘punny’. 
We always evoke a ‘street smart’ attitude and 
savviness. But our cleverness should come through 
clearly with “aha” moments either through our 
clarity of message or our pointing out of new ways of 
seeing things. Our members trust us to know the right 
way to do things and to see things. 

Our Personality

3.1 Our Verbal Identity
 Our Personality



Savvy 

Supportive  

Straightforward

Spirited

We’re not a ‘cheerleader’ - we’re more like the 
coach that gives you a fist bump after a good 
play. We’re affirmative and encouraging but never 
doting or overly excitable. We should be confident 
while showing compassion, affirming our members’ 
confidence too. Think less “omg awesome!” and 
more “Now we’re talking.”

Our Personality

3.1 Our Verbal Identity
 Our Personality



Savvy 

Supportive  

Straightforward

Spirited

We should tell it true and tell it like it is.  
Health is a complicated space - we should be like 
the trusted advisor who cuts it straight so you can 
get to the action and keep going through life.  
If we want to help people make better decisions, 
we need to be clear and concise. 

Our Personality

3.1 Our Verbal Identity
 Our Personality



We keep things going with the right energy  
level - on the move and always headed forward.  
A spark, a curiosity about the world, and a 
confident optimism animates everything we say 
and do.  We are hopeful and encouraging, as we 
are inspired by the magic of health transformation. 

3.1 Our Verbal Identity
 Our Personality

Savvy 

Supportive  

Straightforward

Spirited

Our Personality



Messaging 
Pillars

213.2 Our Verbal Identity
 Messaging Pillars



We make improving your health less daunting by 
focusing on simple skills - and our program is easier 
than imaginable to implement, use and personalize for 
individuals’ specific needs and lifestyles. 

By teaching the science of weight loss through simple skills, we 
are clinically-proven to help individuals lose weight, reverse 
and prevent chronic diseases, enhance productivity, increase 
engagement and significantly decrease claims costs. 

We make improving health fun by teaching people ways to listen 
to their body so they can enjoy their favorite foods while losing 
weight, and feel better overall—like better sleep, less stress and even 
boosting company morale and connectivity.  

We make improving health personally profound by transforming 
individuals' physical and mental wellbeing.

SIMPLE

EFFECTIVE

 

ENJOYABLE

 

MEANINGFUL 
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Our Messaging Pillars 

3.2 Our Verbal Identity
 Messaging Pillars



Tone of  
Voice Rules

233.3 Our Verbal Identity
 Tone of Voice Rules



DO DON'T EXPLANATION

When talking about our company

When talking about the program

First written reference must include ™

Use in legal contracts

First written reference must include ™

Always keep “Wondr Health” unbroken on the same line in copy

Wondr

Wondr Health

N/A

N/A

N/A

Break up Wondr Health on 
two separate lines

Wondr Health

Wondr

Wondr™

NS412 LLC dba  
Wondr Health™

Wondr Health™  

Wondr Health on one line
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How We Speak Company and Program Name

3.3 Our Verbal Identity
 Tone of Voice Rules



DO DON'T EXPLANATION

In content written for B2C/participants/employees/members

In content written for B2B audiences

N/A

N/A

We are a skills-based digital 
weight loss program

We are a digital behavioral 
change program, focused 
on weight management
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What We Are

3.3 Our Verbal Identity
 Tone of Voice Rules



DO DON'T EXPLANATION

First 10 weeks of the program (foundational)

Online community of Wondr participants

Referencing behavior change

In content written for B2C/participants/employees/members

Lead program instructors

ACE Team

Habits or tools that signal the end of a meal

Period before program starts

Use a hyphen when saying “during-meal” or “between-meal skills”

Individuals participating in the Wondr program

Wondr-branded mints used as meal finishers

Next 10 weeks of program (skills reinforcement)

Maintenance phase of program

NS Foundations

NSTown

Bad habits

Behavioral change

N/A

Teachers

Stop Eating Cue

N/A

during meal and between 
meal skills

N/A

N/A

NS4You

NS4Life

WondrSkills

WondrLink

Old habits

Skills-based

Clinical instructors

Coaches and/or guides

Meal finisher

Week 0

During-Meal and Between-
Meal Skills

Wonderer, participant

WondrMints

WondrUp

WondrLast
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Program  
Terminology

3.3 Our Verbal Identity
 Tone of Voice Rules



DO DON'T EXPLANATION

We provide mental care. We don’t treat mental health.

Hyphenate when used as an adjective

Use the lower case “am” or “pm” for time

Always use preventive, never preventative

Never hyphenate

Don’t use the all caps OK or spelled out okay

Use the number 2 and don’t capitalize diabetes

For pounds, don’t use a period in “lbs”

Referencing people who fall into obese or overweight categories

Always one word

If digital is in front of it, it’s “behavioral;” 

Mental health

Clinically proven

A.M., P.M., AM, or PM

Preventative

Well-being

OK, okay

Type II Diabetes

lbs.

Call people obese or 
overweight

Health care

NS4Life

Mental wellbeing or 
mental care

Clinically-proven

am or pm

Preventive

Wellbeing

Ok

Type 2 diabetes

lbs

Fall into an obese/
overweight category or 
can clinically benefit from 
weight loss

Healthcare

WondrLast
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Word usage  
and phrasing

3.3 Our Verbal Identity
 Tone of Voice Rules



DO DON'T EXPLANATION

Put a person before a diagnosis, describing what a person "has" rather 
than asserting what a person "is" (example 1 Sarah “has” diabetes vs. 
Sarah “is” diabetic. Example 2 a person “has” autism vs. an autistic 
person) Exception: the Deaf community prefers to be identified as being 
deaf and not people who are deaf

Retired phrase

Retired phrases

Retired phrases

Retired phrases

Retired phrase

Diability/Diagnosis first 
language

TrueThin

“The party is over after 
you swallow”

“There are two trashcans: 
the one on your hips and 
the one in the kitchen”

“You cannot gain 10 pounds if 
you don’t gain 5”

Lose weight not pleasure

People/Identity 
first language

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Word usage  
and phrasing

3.3 Our Verbal Identity
 Tone of Voice Rules



DO DON'T EXPLANATION

Header/Subheader treatment

Text in buttons

Job title treatment

Team name treatment

Use contractions to convey a friendly tone, 
but be careful not to overuse too many in one 
sentence or communication

Write as if your audience has an 
eighth-grade reading level 

Diability/Diagnosis first 
language

Title casing for headers 
or subheads

Sentence casing  
for buttons

If Wondr doesn’t come in 
front of a job title, don’t 
capitalize it
E.g., chief medical officer, 
director of marketing 

If Wondr does not come in 
front of a team name, don’t 
capitalize it
E.g., strategic client consultant 
team, marketing team 

Overuse contractions

Concise, simple 
language

Sentence casing for 
headers and subheads

Title casing for buttons

If Wondr comes in front 
of a job title, capitalize it
E.g., Wondr Chief 
Medical Officer, Wondr 
Director of Marketing 

If Wondr comes in front of a 
team name, capitalize it
E.g., Wondr Strategic Client 
Consultant Team, Wondr 
Marketing Team 

Use contractions liberally
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Writing tips and 
grammar

3.3 Our Verbal Identity
 Tone of Voice Rules



303.3 Our Verbal Identity
 Tone of Voice Rules

DO DON'T EXPLANATION

Don’t use exclamation points unless necessary

Use oxford comma to avoid any possible confusion (eats, shoots, and 
leaves vs. eats, shoots and leaves)

Em dash is used without spacing to:
 • add an additional thought—as I’ve done here
 • draw special attention to parenthetical information with two em dashes    
  such as “The new nurse—who was wearing the same purple scrubs as the old  
  nurse—entered the room with a tray of Jello.”
 • add amplifying information to emphasize it such as
   “I opened the door and there she stood—my long-lost sister.”

Include quality of life improvements when talking about a participant’s 
program success (and not always just weight loss)

Do not capitalize: hunger pattern, hunger level, 
etc. unless at the start of a sentence

Subject line treatmentDon’t use periods on subject 
lines (including email)

Unnecessary 
exclamation points

N/A

Hyphen, En Dash, or 
spacing before or after Em 
Dash

Only focus on weight loss  
for a measure of success

Do not capitalize: hunger 
pattern, hunger level, etc. 

N/A

Minimal exclamation points 
only when necessary

Use oxford/serial comma

Em Dash with no spacing 
to separate extra 
information or mark a 
break in the sentence

Include quality of life 
improvements when talking 
about a participant’s success

N/A

Writing tips and 
grammar



313.3 Our Verbal Identity
 Tone of Voice Rules

DO DON'T EXPLANATION

Order of Tim’s credentials

Number of characters in subject lines in emails

Food language

Preheader text length in marketing emails

Can be used as an alternative to mental and physical wellbeing

Use CT for Central Time and not CST or CDT

Hyphen is used without spacing to:
 • form hyphenated words such as good-looking
 • link prefixes to their nouns such as co–operation
  form numbers such as twenty-two

En Dash, Em Dash, or 
spacing before or after 

N/A

N/A

“Here’s a little-known fact: 
It is possible to lose weight 
and reduce your disease 
risk by eating tacos, bacon, 
pizza and burgers.”

N/A

N/A

CST or CDT

Hyphen with no spacing to 
form hyphenated words or 
link prefixes in hyphenated 

Tim Church, MD, MPH, PhD

40 to 48 characters/around 
4 to 7 words, when in doubt 
keep it short 

“Here’s a little-known fact: 
It is possible to lose weight 
and reduce your disease 
risk by eating yummy foods 
like tacos, bacon, pizza and 
burgers.”

85 to 100 characters 

Whole-body health

CT

Writing tips and 
grammar



323.3 Our Verbal Identity
 Tone of Voice Rules

DO DON'T EXPLANATION

Clinical claims for disease prevention. Don’t say “prevents 
disease” but use softer, less risky language

Clinical claims for disease reversal. Don’t say “reduce your disease” but 
use softer, less risky language

Clinical claims for reduction of diabetes risk

Clinical claims for chronic disease risk. 

Clinical claims for metabolic syndrome. We can say reverse metabolic 
syndrome because it’s a compilation of multiple risk factors that 
increase the chance of diabetes, stroke, etc.

N/A

Wondr prevents disease

Wondr reduces your 
disease

Wondr reverses diabetes

Wondr reverses 
chronic disease

Wondr reverses metabolic 
syndrome

Wondr may help you 
prevent disease can help 
you prevent disease

Wondr may reduce your 
risk of disease
Wondr can reduce your risk 
of developing disease
Wondr helps reduce your 
disease risk

Wondr reduces 
diabetes prevalence

Wondr reverses the risk 
of chronic weight-related 
conditions

Clinical claims



OUR COLOR

OUR TYPOGRAPHY

OUR ICONS

OUR VISUAL STORY

OUR PRIMARY LOGO

OUR MARK

OUR WORD MARK

Our Visual 
Identity

334.0 Our Visual Identity

*FULL BRAND STRATEGY IN LONG VERSION OF THESE BRAND GUIDELINES



Our Visual 
Story

344.1 Our Visual Identity
 Our VIsual Story



The Wondr portal is the doorway 
to a new beginning.  

A world where perspectives  
are flipped, possibilities are 
infinite and good habits last. 

4.1 Our Visual Identity
 Our VIsual Story



A place where you’ll  
discover new ways to think 
about your physical and 
mental wellbeing.

Where you can ditch the  
points, the plans, the 
restrictions.

And embrace things  
like science. 
Simple skills. 
Oh, and ice cream cones, too. 

4.1 Our Visual Identity
 Our VIsual Story



A place where you are  
free to be your true self, 
your best self. 

Where you can expect to 
find a program that not only 
works, but it lasts. 

4.1 Our Visual Identity
 Our VIsual Story



Primary 
Logo

384.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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Primary Logo
B2B

HORIZONTAL

STACKED

Our word mark is the primary 
expression of our brand. It has been 
crafted with intention to reflect 
the professional, yet playful and 
friendly aspect of our brand. 

This logo is to be used only for 
business to business.

Please only use on a white or light 
purple background only.

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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Primary Logo
B2B Anatomy MIND MEET BODY

The two forms combine to 
represent the idea of mind 
meeting body.

ARCH

The stem of the 'N' is 
removed from the 
wordmark to represent the 
idea of a arch portal, the 
entrance into Wondrland.

ARCHED PORTAL

The logomark of the brand 
is meant to represent 
the entry way to new 
possibilities of Wondr.

SANS

Customized Health font to 
mimic the rounded edges 
of the 'wondr' logo.

PORTAL / PERIOD

Adjusted the 'R' to bring 
emphasis to the circle 
terminal. Similar to the arched 
'N' this circle represents a 
portal into Wondrland. This 
dot also acts as a 'period' to 
bring more emphasis on the 
'Dr' aspect of Wondr. 

The Wondr logo is designed to be 
completely unique for the brand. 
The custom letter-forms stand 
professional and confident,  
while remaining approachable  
and friendly.

The diagram on this page outlines 
the unique details present in our 
word mark.

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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Primary Logo B2B 
Clearspace

The Wondr logo should always be 
surrounded by a minimum margin 
of clear space to separate it from 
other communication elements such 
as text, headlines, or imagery. The 
diagram below shows the minimum 
clearspace that should surround 
the logo. Maintain 1 x (where x = the 
height of the Wondr logo) between 
the logo and any accompanying 
elements.

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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MINIMUM SCALE:
1.5  inch wide

MINIMUM SCALE:
2 inch wide

Primary Logo B2B 
Size

To retain legibility across all 
communications please adhere to 
the following dimensions. The Wondr 
Stacked logo should not be used at 
widths below 1.5 inch or 108px . The 
Wondr Horizontal logo should not be 
used at widths below 2 inch or 144px .

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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NS Primary Logo 
B2B

HORIZONTAL

STACKED

This logo is to be used only for 
business to business.

Please only use on a white or light 
purple background only.

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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NS Primary Logo 
B2B Clearspace

The Wondr NS Primary logo 
should always be surrounded 
by a minimum margin of clear 
space to separate it from other 
communication elements such as 
text, headlines, or imagery. The 
diagram below shows the minimum 
clearspace that should surround 
the logo. Maintain 1 x (where x = the 
height of the Wondr logo) between 
the logo and any accompanying 
elements.

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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MINIMUM SCALE:
2.5 inch wide
180 px wide

MINIMUM SCALE:
5 inch wide
360 px wide

NS Primary Logo  
B2B Size

To retain legibility across all 
communications please adhere to 
the following dimensions. The Wondr 
NS Primary B2B Stacked logo should 
not be used at widths below 2.5 inch 
or 180px . The Wondr NS Primary B2B 
Horizontal logo should not be used at 
widths below 5 inch or 360px . 

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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Primary Logo
B2C

HORIZONTAL

STACKED

Our word mark is the primary 
expression of our brand. It has been 
crafted with intention to reflect 
the professional, yet playful and 
friendly aspect of our brand. 

This logo is to be used only for 
business to client.

Please only use on a white or light 
purple background only.

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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Primary Logo B2C 
Clearspace

The Wondr logo should always be 
surrounded by a minimum margin 
of clear space to separate it from 
other communication elements such 
as text, headlines, or imagery.The 
diagram below shows the minimum 
clearspace that should surround 
the logo. Maintain 1 x (where x = the 
height of the Wondr logo) between 
the logo and any accompanying 
elements.

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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MINIMUM SCALE:
1.5  inch wide

MINIMUM SCALE:
1.5  inch wide

Primary Logo B2C 
Size

To retain legibility across all 
communications please adhere to the 
following dimensions. The Wondr B2C  
logo should not be used at widths 
below 1.5 inch or 108px . 

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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Primary Logo
B2C

HORIZONTAL

STACKED

When transitioning over from 
Naturally Slim to Wondr, we have to 
address the change. This lock up is 
meant to be applied for 3 months 
past the Wondr brand introduction.
This word mark is only to be used for 
business to client materials. 

This logo is to be used only for 
business to client.

Please only use on a white or light 
purple background only.

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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Primary Logo B2C 
Clearspace

The Wondr logo should always be 
surrounded by a minimum margin 
of clear space to separate it from 
other communication elements such 
as text, headlines, or imagery.  
The diagram below shows the 
minimum clearspace that should 
surround the logo. Maintain 1 x 
(where x = the height of the Wondr 
logo) between the logo and any 
accompanying elements.

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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MINIMUM SCALE:
2.5 inch wide
180 px wide

MINIMUM SCALE:
5 inch wide
180 px wide

NS Primary Logo  
B2C Size

To retain legibility across all 
communications please adhere to 
the following dimensions. The Wondr 
NS Primary B2C Stacked logo should 
not be used at widths below 2.5 inch 
or 180px . The Wondr NS Primary B2C 
Horizontal logo should not be used at 
widths below 5 inch or 360px . 

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo



USAGE

COMMUNICATING CLIENTS
First Occurrence

COMMUNICATING CLIENTS
Second Occurrence

COMMUNICATING BUSINESS
First Occurrence

COMMUNICATING BUSINESS
Second Occurrence

SMALL AMOUNT OF SPACE
Horizontal Space

SMALL AMOUNT OF SPACE
Vertical Space

WEBSITE

B2B HORIZONTAL B2B STACKED B2C HORIZONTAL B2C STACKED
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Primary Logo Usage

When selecting which logo to use in a 
given situation, please use the guide 
at the right.

When deciding between horizontal 
and vertical please use their 
discretion.

4.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo
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Logo Placement

Our primary logo is the main 
signature of our brand. As such,  
its placement should always be
carefully considered within a 
composition.

Here are some examples of  
misuses to avoid:

1. Do place the veritical logo in 
the left or right corners of a 
composition, when horizontal 
space is limited. 

2. Do place the horizontal logo  
left aligned with composition. 

3. Do use vertical logo for a center 
aligned layout. 

4. Don't place the logo in small or 
cramped spaces—we always 
give it room to breathe. 

5. Don't rotate the logos. 

6. Don't use horizontal logo on a 
center aligned layout.

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark

1

4

2

5

3

6



Johnathan Doe | Sales Manager
+1 212 123 4567
johnathan@wondr.com
wondr.com

Johnathan Doe | Sales Manager
+1 212 123 4567
johnathan@wondr.com
wondr.com

544.2 Our Visual Identity
 Primary Logo



Our 
Mark

554.3 Our Visual Identity
 Our Mark
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Our Mark

ARCH

The arched portal is 
extracted from the logo 
mark's 'N'

COLORWAY

The colorway is the three 
primary colors of Wondr. 

I LLUMINATION

This pathway is illuminated, to signify the 
light that Wondr's program shines. 

The Wondr mark is designed to be a 
portal into "Wondrland,"  where our 
program will transform our clients.

Our mark is primarily used as a 
favicon, or a stand alone element to 
represent the brand.

Do not alter the colors within the mark.

4.3 Our Visual Identity
 Our Mark
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Our Mark 
Clearspace & Size

MINIMUM SCALE:
.25  inch wide
18 px wide

The Wondr mark should always be 
surrounded by a minimum margin of 
clear space to separate it from other 
communication elements such as text, 
headlines, or imagery.

The diagram shows the minimum 
clearspace that should surround 
the logo. Maintain 1 x (where x = 
1/4th the height of the emblem's 
height) between the logo and any 
accompanying elements.

To retain legibility across all 
communications please adhere to the 
following dimensions. The Wondr mark 
should not be used at widths below 
.25 inch or 18 px . 

4.3 Our Visual Identity
 Our Mark
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Wondr Health

A digital behavior change program that coaches you on 
the science behind health and weight loss for results 
that last. Find us on Facebook @wondr or on LinkedIn 
@wondr.linkedinbio/wondr 

A digital health program that teaches you 
the science behind health and weight loss 
for results that last. Find us on Facebook 
at @wondr or on Twitter @wondr.
linkinbio/wondr

A digital behavior change program that coaches you on the 
science behind health and weight loss for results that last. 

4.3 Our Visual Identity
 Our Mark



Our  
Word Mark

594.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark
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Our Word mark
& Usage

Our word mark is the primary 
expression of our brand. It has been 
crafted with intention to reflect the 
professional, yet playful and friendly 
aspect of our brand. This wordmark is 
only to be used for business to client 
materials. Only use this word mark  
if the primary word mark lock up is  
not available.

Please use this following logo only in 
black, white, and plum.

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark
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Minimum Scale

MINIMUM SCALE:
1.25 inch wide
90 px wide

To retain legibility across all 
communications, the Wondr logo 
should not be used at widths below 
1.25 inch or 90px.

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark
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Clearspace

The Wondr logo should always be 
surrounded by a minimum margin 
of clear space to separate it from 
other communication elements such 
as text, headlines, or imagery.The 
diagram below shows the minimum 
clearspace that should surround 
the logo. Maintain 1 x (where x = the 
height of the Wondr logo) between 
the logo and any accompanying 
elements.

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark
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Formerly NS
Word Mark

When transitioning over from 
Naturally Slim to Wondr, we have to 
address the change. This lock up is 
meant to be applied for 3 months past 
the Wondr brand introduction.
This word mark is only to be used for 
business to client materials. Only use 
this word mark if the primary word 
mark lock up is not available.

Please use this following logo only in 
black, white, and plum.

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark



The Wondr logo should always be 
surrounded by a minimum margin 
of clear space to separate it from 
other communication elements such 
as text, headlines, or imagery.The 
diagram below shows the minimum 
clearspace that should surround 
the logo. Maintain 1 x (where x = the 
height of the Wondr logo) between 
the logo and any accompanying 
elements.
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Formerly NS
Word Mark Clearspace
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Health Word Mark

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark

This word mark is only to be used for 
business to business materials. Only 
use this wordmark if the primary word 
mark is not available.

Please use this following logo only in 
black, white, and plum.



The Wondr logo should always be 
surrounded by a minimum margin 
of clear space to separate it from 
other communication elements such 
as text, headlines, or imagery.The 
diagram below shows the minimum 
clearspace that should surround 
the logo. Maintain 1 x (where x = the 
height of the Wondr logo) between 
the logo and any accompanying 
elements.
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Health Word Mark
Clearspace
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Health Formerly NS 
Word Mark

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark

When transitioning over from 
Naturally Slim to Wondr, we have to 
address the change. This lock up is 
meant to be applied for 3 months past 
the Wondr brand introduction.
This wordmark is only to be used for 
business to business materials. Only 
use this wordmark if the primary 
wordmark is not available.

Please use this following logo only in 
black, white, and plum.
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Formerly NS
Word Mark Clearspace
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Logo Health
Trademark
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 Our Word Mark
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Logo 
Trademark

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark



The Logo Bounding Box is used only 
in trade shows to help stand out from 
the rest of the competitors.

71

Logo 
Bounding Box
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The logo bounding box can be created 
by using half the height of the logo 
mark around the box. Please follow 
the diagram to the right for future 
creation.
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Bounding Box
Construction

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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The Wondr logo should always be 
surrounded by a minimum margin 
of clear space to separate it from 
other communication elements such 
as text, headlines, or imagery.The 
diagram below shows the minimum 
clearspace that should surround 
the logo. Maintain 1 x (where x = the 
height of the Wondr logo) between 
the logo and any accompanying 
elements.
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Bounding Box
Clearspace
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MINIMUM SCALE:
1.25  inch wide
90 px wide

MINIMUM SCALE:
1.25  inch wide
90 px wide

Bounding Box
Minimum Scale

To retain legibility across all 
communications please adhere to 
the following dimensions. The Wondr 
bounding box logo should not be used 
at widths below 1.25 inch or 90px . 

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark
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Bounding Box
Color

The Wondr logo may be used in a 
variety of colors from the palette. 
Plum on Red is always preferred, 
exceptions apply.

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark



Logos Do Not's

Do not use logo in Secondary  
Color Palette.

Do not scale below minimum 
allowable sizes.

Do not reinterpret any part of 
the logo: do not adjust spacing, 
alignment, scale, or weight.

Do not set the logo in a  
"non-identity" color.

Do not outline the logo.

Do not flip or rotate the logo.

Do not place logo in Plum on Black or 
any other dark color. Ensure there is 
enough contrast between colors.

Do not apply drop shadow on logo.

Do not stack words of logo.

Do not apply effects to the logo, such 
as altering its opacity.

Do not lack contrast from logo and 
image. Ensure enough contrast when 
setting colors on-image for logo to 
stand out.

Do not use clipping mask within logo.

01

01
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03

04

05
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07

08

09
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02 03
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07 08 09

10 11 12
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USAGE MARK WONDR HEALTH NS TAGLINE HEALTH NS BOUNDING BOX

COMMUNICATING CLIENTS
First Occurrence

COMMUNICATING CLIENTS
Second Occurrence

COMMUNICATING BUSINESS
First Occurrence

COMMUNICATING BUSINESS
Second Occurrence
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Logo Vs. Mark 

When selecting which logo to use in a 
given situation, please use the guide 
at the right.

Keep in mind the NS tagline are only 
to be used for the first 3 months post 
launch of the brand.

4.4 Our Visual Identity
 Our Word Mark
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Primary Color 
Palette

YELLOW

PLUM

PMS 2623 U

C87 M100 Y43 K48
R45 G16 B62
#2d103d

RUBY

PMS RED 032 U

C1 M92 Y87 K0
R235 G59 B51
#eb3b33

PMS 586 U

C9 M0 Y76 K0
R238 G234 B97
#eeea61

BLACK

PMS BLACK 6C

C72 M67 Y65 K79
R26 G25 B25
#1a1919

Wondr's primary color palette 
consists of several colors including 
black. These colors match both the 
bright and corporate characteristics 
of Wondr's identity. Theses colors 
are used strategically to maintain 
consistent style across applications. 
Ensure that all color values shown 
below are referenced correctly for 
best results.

4.5 Our Visual Identity
 Our Colors
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Secondary 
Color Palette

WHITE SKY SAND SALMON COSMO

PMS WHITE

C0 M0 Y0 K0
R255 G255 B255
#ffffff

PMS 552 U

C32 M0 Y11 K0
R169 G221 B226
#a9dde1

PMS 461 U 

C2 M0 Y30 K0
R251 G245 B192
#fbf5c0

PMS 4067 U

C0 M56 Y49 K0
R248 G140 B118
#f88c76

PMS 2573 U

C53 M66 Y0 K0
R138 G104 B198
#8a68c6

Wondr's secondary color palette 
consists of four colors including 
white. These colors are to be used 
as accents and to complement the 
primary color palette. The Cosmo, 
Salmon, and Sand were derived from 
the primary color palette to be used 
as tone on tone.

Ensure that all color values shown 
below are referenced correctly for 
best results.

4.5 Our Visual Identity
 Our Colors
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Tertiary Color 
Palette (Physical)

Wondr's tertiary color palette consists 
of this iridescent. It is to be used for 
in-person purposes such as print, 
events and promo items.

4.5 Our Visual Identity
 Our Colors
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Color Ratio

The ratio below shows an ideal 
usage of color when designing 
materials for print, digital, or physical 
environments. The ratio applies as 
a whole and individual pieces may 
use more or less of any given color. If 
all brand applications are evaluated, 
color dominance should reflect the 
relationships shown below.

4.5 Our Visual Identity
 Our Colors
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Logo Color In Use

The Wondr logo may be used in a 
variety of colors from the palette. 
Plum on Red is alway spreferred, 
exceptions apply. See examples below. 
Logo Dos & Dont's see the next page.

4.5 Our Visual Identity
 Our Colors
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Formerly NS Logo 
Color In Use

When usng the Formerly NS Logo 
please use the following rules for 
guidance on color:

Use the "Formerly NS" black or 
white version. Refer to B2B or B2C 
logo for usage.

Use the "Formerly NS" tri-color 
emblem logo on White only. Refer 
to B2B or B2C logo for usage.

Ensure enough color contrast.

Please use discretion on horizontal 
vs vertical logo.

4.5 Our Visual Identity
 Our Colors
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Colors 
Do's and Dont's

DO

Only use colors from Wondr Palette.

DO

Make sure there is enough contrast.

Wondrful

Wondrful

DO

Mix Wondr's colors appropriately.

DO

Mix Wondr's colors in text and background.

DON'T

Use light colored type on light colors.  
Ensure there is enough contrast.

DON'T

Mix colors in the same icon.

DON'T

Deviate too much from specified proportions.

DON'T

Mix colors in the same text.

A world 
of Wondr.Mind, meet body. 

4.5 Our Visual Identity
 Our Colors
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Primary Colors
In Use

Retrain 
your

4.5 Our Visual Identity
 Our Colors
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Secondary Colors
In Use

Mastering
your
healthiest
self.

Daily Habits

B EGI N YO U R J O U RN EY TO DAY.
WO N DR.CO M

During the day
I eat             meals a day. 

I drink             cups
of water a day. 

4.5 Our Visual Identity
 Our Colors
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Primary 
Typeface Calluna Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

1234567890!@#$%

Calluna is Wondr's primary typeface. 
Calluna is a highly functional serif 
type and is used in headline weights 
shown below are used throughout the 
identity. Text should never be set in 
any other weights other than those 
shown. For clarity and consistency 
only use those shown.

4.6 Our Visual Identity
 Our Typography
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GT Walsheim Pro Bold 

GT Walsheim Pro Regular

GT Walsheim Pro Light

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn  
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890!@#$%

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn  
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890!@#$%

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn  
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890!@#$%

Secondary 
Typeface

GT Walsheim Pro is Wondr's 
secondary typeface. It is a highly 
functional sans serif type and is used 
in body text, eyebrow, and display.

Weights shown below are  
used throughout the identity.  
Text should never be set in any other 
weights other than those shown.  
For clarity and consistency only  
use those shown.

For usage of each weights,  
please view the section on 'Ideal 
Hierarchy' for clarity.

4.6 Our Visual Identity
 Our Typography
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Google Alternative Fonts

GT Walsheim Pro Bold 
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Poppins Bold 
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Calluna Bold
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Markazi Text 
Aa Bb Cc Dd

GT Walsheim Pro Regular
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Poppins Regular
Aa Bb Cc Dd

GT Walsheim Pro Light
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Poppins Light
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Occasionally there will be instances 
in which brand typefaces are not 
available for use. In these situations, 
Markazi and Poppins may be used as 
fallback Google font documents. These 
typefaces are closest approximates 
to the look and feel of Calluna and GT 
Walsheim Pro. 

Use these fonts only when our 
preferred brand faces are unavailable, 
as using them too frequently will dilute 
Wondr’s brand.

4.6 Our Visual Identity
 Our Typography
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System Alternative Fonts

GT Walsheim Pro Bold 
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Futura Bold 
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Calluna Bold
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Palatino Bold  
Aa Bb Cc Dd

GT Walsheim Pro Regular
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Futura Medium
Aa Bb Cc Dd

GT Walsheim Pro Light
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Futura Light
Aa Bb Cc Dd

Occasionally there will be instances 
in which brand typefaces are not 
available for use. In these situations, 
Palatino and Futura may be used 
as fallback system font documents. 
These typefaces are closest 
approximates to the look and feel of 
Calluna and GT Walsheim Pro. 

Use these fonts only when 
our preferred brand faces are 
unavailable, as using them too 
frequently will dilute Wondr’s brand.

4.6 Our Visual Identity
 Our Typography
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Ideal Hierarchy Header
Calluna Bold

75 /75 /-10

Header Display
GT Walsheim Pro 

Bold
60/60 /0

Paragraph
GT Walsheim Pro 

Regular
15/19 /0

Detail
GT Walsheim Pro 

Bold
All Caps

20/30/100

Paragraph 
Display

GT Walsheim Pro 
Light

30/36 /0

The science of eating 
an ice cream cone. 

Mastering your healthiest self.
Wondr is a skills-based digital health program that helps you 
learn the science of healthy eating. Repeatable skills and 
learning tools will help you unlearn everything you used to 
think about dieting and teach you real insights about your 

Wondr is not a diet—no plans,  
no points, no quick fixes.  
Wondr promises lasting change 
with a skills-based digital health 
program that provides practical 
behavioral behavioral techniques 
to help improve your overall 
health.

EXPECT SCIENCE 
EXPECT PSYCHOLOGY
EXPECT REAL RESULTS

Examples to the right detail an ideal 
font stack using Calluna and  
GT Walsheim Pro. Use cases are 
differentiated by height, case, and 
point size. Exact point sizes and 
leading are not prescriptive and should 
be adapted where necessary.

When choosing weights for  
GT Walsheim Use Regular for 
Paragraph, Light for Paragraph 
Display, and Bold for Header Display 
and Detail/ Eyebrow.
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Ideal Header
Hierarchy

It’s not 
about will. 
It’s about 
skill.

TOO LONG

IDEAL RANGE

TOO SHORT

0 CHARACTERS 10 12 20 35

It’s not about will. 
It’s about skill.

It’s not about will. It’s about skill.

Examples to the right detail an ideal 
header width when using Calluna. 
Please follow the Ideal Range  
(12 - 20 characters) when creating 
header copy.

4.6 Our Visual Identity
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Paragraph 
Lengths

 
Ovit earum latur maiorem 
quiumr ipsam doloresti 
debissum aut ventiatiores et 
estisi iumquam accatur, tem que 
nonse doloriatur re nosaped 
mini ut anist velest ame resequi 
demollut laceatin elenia vero.

Ex et eates ut audignam voluptatibus ab ipienihicate ide niti 
officia dias voluptaspit modiatemque dignature es et aut 
hit, ea qui tes dolorrum comnimus arumetur? Ex et eates ut 
audignam voluptatibus ab ipienihicate ide niti officia dias.

Ut doluptat. Optumqu untionet es doluptis desciis sitist, voluptate voluptame explabor 
aborro omniscide dolorit istionsendit es dem nonsequat faceremosae net resequi 
dolorepudae. Itatemp erepro mintur abo. Evelis est et imet as quo mo et rem este a 
intotasitam eos et, oditas il est, nos dolupta tianducit lignatum erum eicias voluptius re 
reperate et eos moluptatem faces aut rerente deriatiam.

TOO LONG

IDEAL RANGE

TOO SHORT

0 CHARACTERS 30 40 60 90

Examples to the right detail a 
paragraph width when using  
GT Walsheim Pro. Please follow the 
Ideal Range (40 - 60 characters)  
when creating header copy.
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Upside Down
Typography

Single word flip
To keep the type readable, it is 
preferable to flip only one or two short 
words upside down. 

Sentence flip
As a design element, we can flip the whole sentence 
upside down. This text should not be important to 
read, but more as a supplemental text (think: A-ha 
moment). When flipping a sentence keep it four words 

Expect the 
unexpected

4.6 Our Visual Identity
 Our Typography
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Type In Use

The science 
of eating an 
ice cream cone 
Wondr is a skills-based digital health 
program that teaches you the science 
of health and nutrition so you can 
enjoy the foods you love, the right 
way. Repeatable, personalized skills 
will help you unlearn everything you 
used to think about dieting and teach 
you the science behind enjoying your 
favorites. So you can eat what you 
love, with clinically proven results. Find 
out more at wondr.com  

WondrSkills
1 0 W E E KS

Begin in our 10 Week 
Foundations Program

WondrUp
1 0 W E E KS

7 bi-weekly videos 
in our Wondr4You 
reinforcement program

WondrLast
3 2 W E E KS

Your year will finish with 
6 monthly videos in our 
WondrLife maintenance

4.6 Our Visual Identity
 Our Typography

Get ready for a new perspective on better health, and a better 
corporate benefit. Wondr is a digital behavioral change program 
that teaches people the science of how to eat the foods they love 
while losing weight. But it’s more than weight loss. We are a mind, 
body and weight management program which is clinically proven 
to prevent disease, lower costs and bring your company together 
through a unique new way to get healthy. 

We all have our “why” when it comes to 
wanting the best health for ourselves. 
Whether that’s more energy to play 
with the family or even just wanting to 
dance every day, Wondr helps you live 
your “why” with our skills-based digital 
weight loss program. Scientific skills and 
personalized learning tools will give you a 
new perspective on why you can expect a 
healthier life, with results that last.   

WONDR. EXPECT IT.
FIND OUT MORE AT WONDRHEALTH.COM 

Live your “why” 
with Wondr. 
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Our
Icons
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GEOMETRY

Icons are composed of simple geometric 
shapes that aid in legibility at scale for 
screen and print. Icons should be drawn 
no larger than 3.75" x 5“. This means, 
when designing any icon, artboards 
should be set at .75” (3/4”).

Ratio 1:1 
Maxium Height: 3.75”

Fig. 1

Minimum Scale: 
.75” wide
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Icon Anatomy
& Scale

Here are a few things to keep in
mind when creating icons for 
Wondr:

Keep it simple! To the right is an 
example of an icon that has the 
maximum amount of complexity. 

When using icons ensure they 
are of the same line thickness. 

Icons, especially those that will 
be used for signage, should be 
quickly understood. 

Ensure there are no lines 
bleeding into each other. 

4.7 Our Visual Identity
 Our Icons
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Icons In Use

PRACTICAL 
We make improving your 
health less daunting by 
foucing on practical skills 

EFFECTIVE 
With proven science, delivered 
in a user-friendly way, we 
make improving your health 
work for you. 

ENJOYABLE 
We make health fun by 
teaching you ways to trust 
yourself and enjoy your 
favorite foods responsibly. 

MEANINGFUL
We transform not just 
your body image but the 
way you approach life. 

Mind, 
meet body. 

FOCUSES ON  
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
for weight loss, maintenance 
& long-term quality of life

ENCOURAGES  
SELF-MONITORING
of weight, food intake,  
behaviors & physical activity

INCLUDES ONE  
FULL YEAR
of weight loss instruction, 
monitoring & social support

     Mastering     your 
healthiest       self       

Mixed in with display GT Walsheim 
When used as a large design moment, icons can be 
mixed in with display copy. Use the appropriate icon 
next to each word.

Used along side as visual example
When describing something, icons can be useful 
shorthand of what the paragraph is going to describe. 

4.7 Our Visual Identity
 Our Icons
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Icons
Do's and Dont's

DO

Use logos in black, white and primary colors. 

DO

Keep the line weight consistent throughout 
icon creation. Ensure there is slight waviness 
in the line weight for handdrawn effect.

DO

Keep line weight consistent when used with other icons.

DO

Use icons to help describe text.

DON'T

Distort or rotate the icons.

DON'T

Mix colors of icons in one design. Please keep it to one 
color to keep the design clean.

DON'T

Use colors with low contrast. It will result in the 
icons being illedgible. 

DON'T

Overlay icons. It will make the design too 
cluttered and icons illegible.

4.7 Our Visual Identity
 Our Icons
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
for weight loss, 
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& long-term quality of 
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PATTERNS

Our Graphic 
Treatments

1045.0 Graphic Treatment
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OVERVIEW

STUDIO/ PROP

STUDIO / PORTRAIT

LIFESTYLE 

Photography

1056.0 Photography
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ANIMATION

Video

1067.0 Video
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LOGO  

LOGOMARK

C O L O R  P A L E T T E
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I L L U S T R A T I O N
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BRAND IN USE

OUR PRINTED  
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OUR DIGITAL 
APPLICATIONS
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1071.1 Who We Are
 Brand Values & Attributes

Our
Applications


